
Abstract--The issue of scriptability of Unix 
system seems like a topic resolved a long time 
ago with shell scripts – they are reasonably 
powerful and can be very tightly integrated 
with system utilities. However, though it is an 
old  truism that  the  quality  of  the  program 
depends mostly on the programmer and not 
on  his  tools,  newer  and  better  tools  can 
significantly  increase  productivity  and  ease 
maintenance. Lua has many advantages over 
traditional shell scripts: a cleaner syntax with 
powerful  language  features  (lexical  scoping, 
OOP,  closures,  tail  calls),  exceptional 
suitability for interaction with C libraries, a 
garbage  collector  and  a  modular  approach 
which  makes  writing  long  programs  much 
cleaner then in shell code. In addition to that, 
the  Lua  interpreter  is  very  small,  easily 
embeddable in widely different environments 
and  BSD  licensed.  BSDLUA  is  an 
experimental  effort  to  integrate  Lua  as  a 
scripting  language  in  a  modern  Unix 
environment,  by  providing  native  Lua-C 
bindings  for  a  subset  of  libc,  as  well  as 
maintaining  the  ability  to  invoke  and 
interface with system utilities. By doing this, 
Lua  can  be  used  both  for  simple  shell 
scripting tasks and for writing more complex 
system utilities.
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I.  INTRODUCTION

The “Unix way of doing things”  includes as 
one of its fundamental methods the building of 
complex  utilities  or  commands  using  simple 
building blocks, for which the canonical example 
is the concept  of “filter  programs”.  Due to the 
powerful shell command line interfaces, multiple 
programs can be chained together to produce a 
more complex output. The usage of this ranges 
from conceptually simple chains like “ls  |  grep 

lua”  to  something  substantially  more  complex, 
invoking utilities which have a Turing-complete 
languages of their own – like awk. 

This practice has had direct influence on the 
evolution  of  “shell  scripts”.  While  early 
computer systems often had “batch scripts” with 
languages  which  are  more  or  less  simple  (a 
situation  which  remained  well  into  the  21st 

century with certain popular operating systems 
evolved from MS-DOS), in perhaps none of the 
widely used types of operating systems has the 
concept of complex shell scripts been so widely 
used and venerated as on Unix-derived systems.

The  Unix  shells  have  also  evolved  at  least 
partly because of the need for better and more 
featureful  scripting  language.  Famously,  the  C 
shell (“csh”) is often referenced as created to be 
easier  to  program  in  and  more  “C-like”  in 
language structure. Surprisingly, at least to this 
author,  it  is not,  but in an interesting twist  of 
history its “look and feel” resembles some of the 
more  modern  “dedicated”  scripting  languages 
like Lua, Python and Ruby.

The  dominant  type  of  shell  nowadays  is  a 
variation on the Bourne shell, which is a practice 
codified  by  POSIX  for  /bin/sh,  and  so  the 
majority of shell scripts written today (or at least 
the  ones  aiming  to  be  POSIX-compliant)  are 
written  for  it  as  the  default  shell  script 
interpreter.

II.  IN THE YEAR 2000 AND ELEVEN

The  POSIX  shell  language  is  relatively 
feature-full.  From  its  origins  it  is  very  much 
oriented towards  combining the invocations  of 
utilities to achieve a complex result, but it does 
support  several  constructs  which  have  been 
considered  really  advanced  in  the  1970ies:  if-
then-else, case (as in “case ...  in”),  the for loop 
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(which  behaves  as  the  modern  “foreach”,  but 
without a plain “counting” for loop), the while 
and until loops, functions and variables (which 
are  originally,  in  non-bash  implementations 
global-only). The syntax of the Bourne shell has 
influenced some popular future languages, most 
notably Perl, which may or may not be a point 
of  pride,  depending  on  the  reader.  A  quick 
Google grep of the topic revealed no “Obfuscated 
BASH contests” but on the other hand, perhaps 
there is no need for such a contest.

The  Bourne  shell  language  is  of  course 
Turing-complete  and  as  such  be  used  to 
implement  any  problem and solve any  task,  a 
feature which is often abused. The FreeBSD base 
distribution (in early 2011) has around 60 shell 
scripts in /usr/bin and /usr/sbin, most of which 
are simple enough that the shell script really is 
the right form for them – a right tool for the job. 
However, it also contains 4 high-profile utilities 
which are written as 1,000 line+ shell scripts (the 
largest of them having more than 3,000 LOC). In 
addition  to  this,  almost  all  of  the  boot 
configuration  (rc)  infrastructure  is  written  in 
shell,  with  a  total  of  nearly  10,000  LOC  (of 
which  surprisingly  little  are  license  comment 
blocks – no more than 15%).

It is not the intention of this paper to suggest 
that  all  of  this  code  should  be  rewritten  in 
another  language  or  even  that  shell  code  is 
“considered harmful”  in absolute  terms,  but  to 
point  out  that  there  is  a  need  for  a  scripting 
language which would be used on a large scale 
but  which would be easier  on the eyes,  hands 
and brains of their programmer, as well as more 
friendly  to  new  users  not  familiar  with  more 
arcane aspects of shell scripting.

III.  THAT'S NO MOON

Lua1 is a small scripting language created in 
an  academic  environment but  has  gained high 
popularity because of its easy interfaces to C. It 
has been, among others, very successfully used 
in the computer game industry for all  kinds of 

1http://www.lua.org/

scripting2,  as  well  as some popular  commercial 
applications. In the Open Source realm, Lua has 
been used extensively as a scripting language for 
projects including the Wireshark packet sniffer, 
nmap  network  security  analyzer,  LuaTeX 
typesetting  system,  VLC  media  player,  Vim, 
lighttpd and Apache.

Lua's  syntax  is  more  verbose  than  Bourne 
shell  or  C  syntax,  perhaps  mostly  resembling 
Ruby and C shell languages. A basic example of 
Lua code is given in Listing 1.

1. tbl = { x = "Free", y = "BSD" } 

2. for k,v in pairs(tbl) do print(k,v) end

3. -- this is a comment

4. print(string.format("%s\t%s", tbl.x, tbl.y)) 

Listing 1 – an example snippet of Lua code

The Lua syntax is easy to learn and readable, 
remaining very similar to many other languages.

IV.  THE LUA LANGUAGE

Lua  was  designed  to  be  a  multi-paradigm 
programming  language,  and  as  such  supports 
many  features  commonly  found  in  the  most 
interesting  languages  of  today.  But  as  such  it 
often requires a small amount of boilerplate code 
to truly implement features such as the Object 
Oriented paradigm.

It  is  a  dynamically  and  weakly  typed 
programming language with a small core of data 
types:  booleans,  numbers  (double-precision 
floating  point),  strings,  functions  and  tables. 
Functions  are  a  first-class  data  type  which 
enables closures and co-routines. Other complex 
data  structures  such  as  lists,  sets,  records  and 
objects can be implemented using tables, which 
are  general  purpose  heterogeneous  data 
containers. 

An important  additional  concept  in Lua  are 
the  metatables,  a  simple  descriptor-like 
attachments  to  common objects  which  can  be 
used  to  implement  most  of  the  “magic” 

2Some of the more popular games using Lua are  the Baldur's  Gate 
series,  Planescape  Torment  and  other  RPGs.  An extended  list  may  be 
found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Lua-scripted_video_games



behaviour  such  as  OOP  classes  and  operator 
overloading.

A  code  snippet  demonstrating  first-class 
functions is presented in Listing 2  (also usable 
for emulating the case...in construct).

1. rnd = math.random

2. actiontable = {

3.  [1] = function (x) print(42) end,

4.  [9] = function (x) z = 5; print(rnd()) end,

5. }

6. actiontable[case](params)

7. printf = function(fmt, ...)

8.  io.write(string.format(fmt, ...))

9. end

10. printf("%4.2f\n", 3.141)

Listing 2 – First-class functions in Lua

Support  for  coroutines  is  a  bit  verbose  but 
functional, as presented in Listing 3.

1. function _range(n)

2.   local x

3.   for x = 1,n do coroutine.yield(x) end

4. end

5. -- Python-like range() function

6. function range(n)

7.   return coroutine.wrap(

                 function () _range(n) end)

8. end

9. for x in range(10) do print(x) end

Listing 3 – Lua coroutines as iterators

Lua  includes  a  command-line  utility  / 
libreadline-based  interpreter  for  quick 
experimentation,  but  its  usability  is  far  from 
being a suitable system shell. Luckily, this utility 
is implemented in less than 400 LOC of C and so 
is very hackable.

V.  INTERACTION OF LUA AND C

One of the design goals of Lua was to make it 
easily embeddable in C. The best illustration of 
how  this  goal  was  accomplished  would  be  to 
analyse   a  snippet  of  C  code  implementing  a 
wrapper  of  the  clock_gettime(2)  syscall,  in 
Listing 4.

1. /**

2.  * Lua Example:

3.  * posix.clock_gettime(posix.CLOCK_UPTIME)

4.  *

5.  * Returns a clock value in seconds.

6.  */

7. static int

8. posix_clock_gettime(lua_State *L)

9. {

10.   struct timespec tp;

11.   int typ;

12. 

13.   if (lua_isnumber(L, 1))

14.     typ = lua_tointeger(L, 1);

15.   else

16.     typ = CLOCK_REALTIME;

17. 

18.   if (clock_gettime(typ, &tp) == 0)

19.     lua_pushnumber(L, 

           tp.tv_sec + (tp.tv_nsec / 1e9));

20.   else

21.     luaL_error(L, "clock_gettime() failed");

22.   return (TRUE);

23. }

Listing 4 – a Lua wrapper for clock_gettime(2)

The  C  function  in  Listing  4  implements  a 
wrapper for the POSIX syscall clock_gettime(2). 
In Lua, it is a function accepting one argument 
(one  of  CLOCK_*  constants)  and  returning  a 
number,  a  fractional  number  of  seconds 
depending on the queried clock. Its usage in Lua 
would be:
1. print(posix.clock_gettime(

                       posix.CLOCK_UPTIME))

Listing 5 – Lua usage of wrapper in Listing 4

Lua maintains a separate stack for each of its 
functions  (C  and  native  Lua  functions  are 
handled identically), which the implementing C 
functions can inspect and use at will. The stack 
is directly addressable with indexes 1..n where 1 
is the first value pushed to the stack and n the 
last,  while negative indexes are used for wrap-
around  access:  -1  references  the  last  value 
pushed (the  value  on top  of  the stack),  -2  the 
value  next  to  it,  etc.  Function  results,  calls  to 
other Lua functions, etc. are all implemented by 
using the stack approach.



The Lua interpreter, together with its libraries 
is very small,  comprising of around 30 C files. 
The  complete  Lua  interpreter  and  library 
produce binaries of alltogether around 160 KiB 
in size.

VI.  BSDLUA

The focus of BSDLUA is to create a scripting 
environment that will have directly implemented 
wrappers to much of the libc, while also having 
high-level  shell-like  wrappers  to  calling  and 
dealing with other system utilities. It is a work in 
progress but already many design decisions have 
been  made  and  its  own  “look  and  feel”  is 
discernable.

The  libc  wrappers  (with  certain  useful  or 
experimental addons) are broadly separated into 
two namespaces:  posix and  bsd. This separation 
is  done  basically  for  two  purposes:  easier 
management by dividing the total function count 
between  the  namespaces,  and  possible 
portability, by which scripts limiting themselves 
only  to  posix  calls  could  be  used  on  other 
operating  systems.  This  distinction  is  under 
consideration and may yet be reversed, putting 
all  functions  in  a  single  namespace,  possibly 
called “os”. Currently, there are some interesting 
(though  not  necessarily  wise)  distinctions 
between  the  namespaces.  For  example,  there 
exists  both  bsd.uptime()  and  posix.uptime(), 
which differ in their return types: bsd.uptime() 
returns  a  whole  number  while  posix.uptime() 
returns  a  fractional  number  (in  both cases  the 
semantics  are  the  same:  system  uptime  in 
seconds). 

Groups  of  functions  which  are  implemented 
as a starting point (in addition to Lua's common 
library) by BSDLUA are (at least):

• System information functions like getpid(), 
clock_gettime(), gethostid(), etc.

• Network,  socket  &  fd  functions  like 
socket(),  accept(),  bind(),  send(),  recv(), 
read(),  write(),  poll(),  popen(),  open(), 
dup(), dup2(), etc.

• System  status  functions  like  chdir(), 
getcwd(), getenv(), chmod(), stat() etc.

• User  information  functions  like  getuid(), 
getgid(), get

• Miscellaneous  functions  like  strerror(), 
kill(), fork(), syslog(), etc.

In addition to these, work has been started to 
integrate support for the curses library which is 
also in the FreeBSD base  system,  allowing for 
BSDLUA to  be  used for  programs  with  richer 
user  interfaces  than  the  command  line  (for 
example fdisk(8) and disklabel(8)), and there are 
plans  for  implementing  wrappers  for  other 
FreeBSD-specific  libraries,  like  libgeom  and 
libkvm).

Facilities for integration with system utilities 
(chaining commands,  etc.)  is done with having 
the  features  of  shell  script  languages  in  mind: 
executing programs, inspecting their output and 
exit codes, etc.

VII.  FUTURE WORK

BSDLUA work was done in the hope that it 
would be found useful by developers, providing 
a  nicer  programming  environment  than  plain 
shell scripts. Lua as a scripting language could 
easily  supplement  shell  scripts  and  provide  an 
environment which is between them and the C 
language.  Future  work  remains  to  implement 
wrappers for most usable libc functions and to 
implement proof of concept utilities in BSDLUA 
which would demonstrate its power and ease of 
use.
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